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TRANSPO:RTATION ECONOIVtrC AND EVALUATION
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(a) What is Economic Evaluation ? What is need of Economic Evaluation and
state the considerations in Economic Eyaluation. 8

O) Explain Road user cost and ils benefirs. g

2. (a) What is mean by cost ? Wllat are the various beuefits of transportation plan

8

(b) Explain drc following rerms :-
(l) Vehicle operating cost

(2) Conqestion cost.

(a) What are the metlods of Economic Evaluation ? Explain any one in detail.

6

(b) A new blpass is to be constructsd at a by rown. The lengrh of the bypass
is 5.2 km and the length of road rhrough the town is 5.4 km. The cost of
project is tikely to be Rs. 7,500,000. The speed of the traffic thmugh the
town is 4.6 KPH. The predicted traffrc aller completing bypass is
7000 V/day our of which 50% will use bypass. Ir is computed rhat if bypass
is not constmckd.. The speed through town wilt further drop to ,14.1 KpH.

All questions carry equal,mark.
Answer any liye questions.
Due credit will be given to neatness and adequate dimensions.
Assume suita.ble data wherever necessary.
Illusrate your answer wherever necessary with the help of neat sketches
Use pen of Blue/Black ink/refill only for writing the a:rswer book.
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due to ilcreased taffic and the specd through ore bypass is expectcd to be

77 KPI'I and ltlat though town will be 50.4 KPH. 'l-he travel cost at the three

speed are as

Speed ( KPH ) Cost Pe( veh / km ( Rs )

44.t 1.14

50.4 t.02

7',1 0.90

Ir is expected that the construction of bypass will bring dowrl the accident

rate from l.?5 per million vehic'le km ar existing route to 0.60 million

vehicle km on bypass. The cost of accident can be taken as Rs. 15,000' The

maintenance cost per km is Rs. 10,00O, Calculate t}le first year Rate of

Return. l0

Explain the Economic Evaluation of null altemative

Iixplain sensitivity Analysis in detail.

(a.t Explain the tollowing tetms :-
(l) Depreciation cost.

(2) SalYage value estimation.

(b) Explain the concept of iupply and demand

(a) State the basic p nciple of highway financing.

O). Explain in detail marginal cost and average cost of pricing

(u)

(b)
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